
ATRAM Total Return Dollar Bond Fund, Inc.

Investment Objective

The Fund investment objective is to invest and
reinvest mainly in a diversified portfolio of high-
quality long-term and short-term debt instruments
and securities available in the Philippines and other
countries, and in high-quality offshore-domiciled
funds invested in high-quality long-term and short-
term debt instruments and securities available in
other countries.

Fund Manager ATRAM

Bloomberg Ticker ATRTRBF <Equity>

Inception Date 8 March 2010

Currency USD

Fund Size 5.55 Million

NAVPS 1.1342 

Domicile Philippines

Asset Class Fixed Income

Reference Benchmark N.A.

Management & 
Distribution Fee

1.00% p.a.

Risk & Investor Profile Moderate to high risk

Dealing Frequency Daily

OCTOBER 30, 2017

Performance Overview

Cumulative Performance %

1 Mo 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs YTD Since TO

Fund 0.23% 1.24% 6.94% 5.86% 3.39% 13.42%

Annualized Performance %

1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yrs 4 Yrs 5 Yrs

Fund 1.24% 1.73% 2.26% 2.17% 1.15%

Risk Adjusted Returns Statistics 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr Since TO

Risk Adjusted Return 0.57 1.11 0.37 0.54 

Information Ratio (0.40) (1.14) (1.08) (1.48)

Standard Deviation 2.21% 2.04% 3.20% 3.12%

Tracking Error 1.87% 2.42% 2.65% 3.82%

Note: Risk-adjusted returns and risk statistics are all annualized.

Manager’s Review
Global bonds had a volatile October. The frenzied activity could be

attributed to a number of factors, such as election risk, geopolitical
risk, and monetary policy guidance. Initially, US Treasuries, German
Bunds, and British Gilts moved in lockstep for the better part of the
month. However, a divergence in the US Federal Reserve's (Fed) and
the European Central Bank's (ECB) forward policy guidance caused a
decoupling between Treasuries and Bunds towards the end of
October.

Markets contended with geopolitical risks such as the mass shooting
in Las Vegas, and the crisis in Catalonia. On top of that, more
uncertainties have surfaced in the UK where PM Theresa May appears
set to tackle more hurdles during Brexit negotiations. It wasn't all bad
news, however. The snap election in Japan was able to secure PM
Shinzo Abe more control in reforming the aging economy. Additionally,
Chinese president Xi Jinping consolidated his power before the
Communist Party's unveiling of its top leaders on the Politburo and
supreme Standing Committee. Under new leadership, the Chinese
economy will be more capable of shifting growth away from fixed
asset investment to more consumption-driven growth.

Movements in global yields appeared to be largely driven by
speculation on the identity of the next US Federal Reserve Chair. The
market had begun to price-in John Taylor, of the eponymous Taylor
Rule, who is perceived to be overly hawkish. However, towards the
end of the month, reliable reports surfaced that President Trump was
leaning towards appointing Fed Governor Jerome Powell. Powell is
viewed as more of a ‘continuity choice’ who is expected to resume
current Fed Chair Janet Yellen's current gradual pace of policy
normalization. Consequentially, we saw the 10-year Treasury yield
initially rise to 2.48% -- a new high since March -- before ultimately
closing the month at 2.38%.

Fund Attribution & Positioning
The ATRAM Total Return Dollar Bond Fund grew 23 basis points in

October. The top contributors to return were its holdings in dollar
denominated locally issued corporate bonds such as JGS 23, SM 19,
and ICT 23.

Market Outlook
Towards the end of October, the ECB had announced an extension

to their quantitative easing (QE) program, while the Fed had talked up
another hike in December. While the Fed will be having a policy
meeting in the beginning of November, no policy action is expected.
Although inflation in the US has been recovering nicely, inflation in the
EU has remained below their target level. We therefore expect a
divergence between Treasuries and European sovereign bonds.

Calendar Year Performance %

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 YTD Since TO

Fund 4.37% -4.56% 3.78% 2.97% 0.25% 3.39% 13.42%

BM n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

+/- n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Note: Performance figures are net of fees and taxes.
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Portfolio Analytics
Percentage of Positive Months 61.96%
Average Gain in Positive Months 0.65%

Sharpe Ratio 0.23 

Correlation with Reference BM 0.76 

Beta (relative to reference BM) 0.42 

Jensen’s Alpha (relative to reference BM) -1.98%

Composition of the Fund

Top Ten Holdings

Holdings Fund %

SMIC 4.25% 10-17-2019 11.1%

ICTSI Treasury B.V 4.625% 01-16-2023 9.5%

JGSH Phil Ltd. 4.375% 01-23-2023 9.5%

Filinvst Dvp Cay Islands 4.25% 04-02-2020 9.3%

FGEN USD 10Y 10- 09-2023 7.7%

First Pacific 6.0% 06-28-2019 5.8%

Security Bank 3.95% 02-03-2020 5.6%

TRAVPH USD Bonds 6.9% 11-03-2017  5.6%

Megaworld Corp. 4.25% 04-17-2023 5.5%

EDC 10YR Bonds 6.50% 01-20-2021 4.1%

Fund Details

NAVPS publication Trade date + 2

Types of shares Common

Transfer Agent ATR AM

Custodian Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch

Fund Accountant Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch

Auditor SGV & Co.

Monthly Performance %

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Year Cumulative

2012 0.33% 1.27% -0.49% 0.21% -1.10% 1.21% 1.36% 0.14% 1.02% 0.22% 0.56% -0.42% 4.37% 7.29%

2013 -1.03% 0.71% -0.62% 1.02% -1.70% -2.74% 0.97% -2.83% 1.66% 1.65% -1.63% 0.03% -4.56% 2.40%

2014 0.12% 1.33% 0.32% -0.11% 1.67% -0.90% 0.22% 1.01% -0.47% 0.36% 0.08% 0.11% 3.78% 6.27%

2015 1.97% -0.63% 0.34% 0.32% 0.16% -0.84% 0.59% -0.11% 0.39% 0.92% -0.05% -0.10% 2.97% 9.43%

2016 0.74% -0.01% 0.80% 0.05% 0.22% 0.72% 0.20% 0.21% 0.03% -0.59% -1.79% -0.30% 0.25% 9.70%

2017 0.77% 0.59% 0.30% 0.21% 0.31% 0.12% 0.42% 0.55% -0.15% 0.23% 3.39% 13.42%

Definitions
Beta of a fund measures its relationship with the benchmark. A beta of exactly 1 means that the fund’s returns generally mirror the pattern of its benchmark’s
returns. A beta of greater than 1 means the fund will move in the same direction as the benchmark but by a greater amount. A beta of between zero and 1.0 implies
that the fund’s NAVps should generally move in the same direction as t
he benchmark, although in lesser magnitude. A beta of exactly zero implies that the fund’s pattern of returns is completely unrelated to the movement of the
benchmark’s returns. A negative beta indicates that the choice of benchmark may be inappropriate, and that a different benchmark should be selected.
Correlation measures how closely the movements of two variables are synchronized with each other. The maximum attainable correlation of 1.0 means that a pair of
variables moves in perfect lockstep, in the same direction and magnitude; at the other extreme, the minimum possible correlation of -1.0 denotes that a pair of
variables moves as perfect mirror images; meanwhile a correlation of exactly zero implies that the variables behave completely independently of each other. In the
analysis of investments, correlation compares the direction and magnitude of a fund’s returns with the direction and magnitude of a reference benchmark’s returns.
Information Ratio measures how much excess return over a reference benchmark’s returns an investment has yielded relative to the variability of said excess returns
over benchmark returns. Information ratio is computed as the ratio of the mean of the fund’s excess returns over benchmark returns (i.e., the relative return) to the
fund’s tracking error (i.e., the relative risk).
Jensen's alpha is a measure of a fund's excess return over its expected return as computed using CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model). The expected return considers
the benchmark return, the fund's beta and the risk-free rate of return. A value of 1% indicates that the fund beat its expected return by 1%.
Risk-adjusted Return measures how much absolute return an investment has yielded relative to the amount of absolute risk taken. Risk-adjusted return is calculated
by dividing the mean (average) of a fund’s return by the standard deviation of the fund’s returns.
Sharpe Ratio is a measure of risk-adjusted performance and is defined as the ratio of excess return over the volatility of an investment. Excess return refers to the
return of the investment over the risk-free rate of return. A higher ratio means better risk-adjusted performance.
Standard Deviation is a measure of how widely dispersed the fund’s returns are away from the mean of the fund’s returns. A basic and widely-used statistical
concept, standard deviation is often employed as a measure of absolute risk in the analysis of investments.
Tracking Error is a measure of how widely dispersed the fund’s excess returns over the reference benchmark’s returns were with respect to the mean of the fund’s
excess returns over benchmark returns. Tracking error is computed as the standard deviation of the fund’s excess returns over benchmark returns. Tracking error is
a measure of relative risk.

The content on this material is provided for information purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice. This document is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial products. While this document was prepared with reasonable care, no guarantee is given as
to the accuracy and completeness of the information herein. Any information or opinion expressed in this document is subject to change without prior notice. Be advised that past performance is not indicative of future performance. Shares of the Fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or
endorsed by, any financial institution and are not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). Investment in shares of this mutual fund involves risk. See prospectus or contact ATRAM for a discussion of the investment risk factors. This mutual fund is primarily regulated by the Philippine
Securities and Exchange Commission.
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Government Securities (6%)

Corporate Bonds (69%)

Cash (25%)

Portfolio duration 2.00


